Gabe and Tim help deliver supplies at what used to be a thriving village in Kosovo
Press conferences help to generate public participation and support.

Staff line-up for the send off of our first two containers.

Titus, Perla and Sammy work at McLean Cargo warehouse to collect, separate, purge and pack donated items.

Mobilizing the private sector enables many, (including this class of elementary school students, concerned companies and individuals) to participate in humanitarian assistance programs.

Angel, President of McLean Cargo helps to explain the logistics of a shipment to Kosovo – HARD!
Who we are..

Gary Rosemann
Europe – 5 yrs.
Asia – 4 yrs.
India – 2.5 yrs.
Mexico – 4 yrs.

Bill and Pat Thornton
Musicians and parents of 5 kids
Titus & Mia Wells—recently returned from 3 years in Mexico to have their first baby (due at the end of Feb. ’04.

Perla Wells – 19½
Has been in Albania and Kosovo for the past 2 years
Hand of Hope - Ecuador

Guayaquil, Ecuador
9/2002 - 10/2003
Approx. $250,000 of medical supplies & equipment

Karla and Jeff with, Rosa, one of Guayaquil’s 1000’s of street children
Titus and Jeff work late into the evening to help a family that was severely flooded by Tropical Storm Alison.
I.D.R. Flood Relief Airlift

Orissa, India


65,000 lbs of aid

7 million affected people

Desperate Indians over-run trucks delivering flood relief after the worst monsoons in 50 years
The Wells Family
-Jeff, Claire and Seven Children-

21 Years of Foreign Overseas Experience

Europe - 11 yrs.
Asia - 5 yrs.
S. America - 5 yrs.

8/1972 - 10/1993
Help for families in tough spots.. this single mom with four young daughters and a granddaughter is in one.
3 Kings Day Celebration

Monterrey, Mexico
1/2001
18,000 lbs. of toys, clothes and shoes
Fed 1,700

Titus and Robin in Plaza Alamedas in Monterrey, Mx. With one of the happy recipients of clothes and a hot meal on ‘3 Kings Day’ 2001.
Bill, Pat and Jeff at the Family Aid Project ‘Allison Distribution Center’ – hundreds of families received help, love and encouragement over the six months of operation.

This group of cheerleaders from a Sugarland High School organized a toy and food drive at their school and then helped us to distribute it to over 300 area children in one of the most affected areas.

Mary helping to organized events at Family Aid Project’s ‘Christmas in August’ toy distribution to Allison victims.
Young families with kids, youth, teens, adolescents, etc., the Family Missionary Outreach Center has something for the whole family—Bible studies made applicable to their daily lives; youth camps and activities; a food pantry for the economically challenged and even clothes for the homeless. All is premised on the belief that ‘God is Love’ and that if you have His love it has to be put into action.

Singing at an Activated Bible Study

Getting together for youth night... loads of fun...

FAP’s annual ‘Christmas Smiles for Kids’ — making the disadvantaged feel special.

1000’s of pair of blue jeans for Houston’s homeless

Mary and Amber the FAP food pantry.
Jeff, Fran, Perla and Gabe with our military escort on the mountain trail of N. Albania on the way to Kosovo

Tim checks the inventory upon arrival in Mitrovica, Kosovo

Assured delivery and personal distribution is the FAP pledge to donors – along with a touch of love and respect for the recipients

Erika gives a personal touch to a young Kosovar boy along with shoes & a shirt
Jeff, George and our Indian volunteers on the road in eastern India

Fast-food restaurant-India style

Family Missions disaster relief team in India

Millions of needy, not enough for them all… but everyone wants to be a ‘receiver’ so panic sets in.
Volunteers gather for a picture outside the Medical Bridges warehouse after loading the first container.

Jeff trying to line up medical equipment donations for the project.

Alex preparing boxes—lots of boxes and lots of labor of love.

Tim and other young volunteers take a break in the day for a picture – 1000’s of man hours.

Preparation & Shipping